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Administrivia

‣ Reading — Goldberg 9 (CNN); Eisenstein 3.4, 7.6



This Lecture

‣ CNNs

‣ CNNs for SenLment, EnLty Linking

‣ Neural CRFs



Neural CRF



LSTMs for NER

Barack Obama will travel to Hangzhou today for the G20 mee=ng .

PERSON LOC ORG

B-PER I-PER O O O B-LOC B-ORGO O O O O

Barack Obama will travel   to Hangzhou

B-PER  I-PER    O        O       O    B-LOC

‣ Transducer (LM-like model)

‣ Q1: What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model compared to 
the linear CRFs?
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‣ BidirecLonal transducer model

‣ Q2: What are the strengths and weaknesses of this model compared to 
the linear CRFs?



NER Revisited

‣ Features in CRFs: I[tag=B-LOC & curr_word=Hangzhou], 
I[tag=B-LOC & prev_word=to], I[tag=B-LOC & curr_prefix=Han]

Barack Obama will travel to Hangzhou today for the G20 mee=ng .
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‣ Downsides:
‣ Lexical features mean that words need to be seen in the training data

‣ Linear model can’t capture feature conjuncLons as effecLvely (doesn’t 
work well to look at more than 2 words with a single feature)

‣ Linear model over features



Recall — What do RNNs produce?

‣ RNN can be viewed as a transformaLon of a sequence of vectors into a 
sequence of context-dependent vectors



Recall — SequenLal CRFs

‣ Model: P (y|x) = 1

Z

nY

i=2

exp(�t(yi�1, yi))
nY

i=1

exp(�e(yi, i,x))

‣ Inference:   argmax P(y|x) from Viterbi



‣ Model: P (y|x) = 1

Z

nY

i=2

exp(�t(yi�1, yi))
nY

i=1

exp(�e(yi, i,x))

‣ Inference:   argmax P(y|x) from Viterbi

‣ Learning: run forward-backward to compute marginals   
 
 
P (yi = s|x) =

X

y1,...,yi�1,yi+1,...,yn

P (y|x)

, then update gradientP (yi = s1, yi+1 = s2|x)

Recall — SequenLal CRFs



Neural CRFs

Barack Obama will travel to Hangzhou today for the G20 mee=ng .
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Barack Obama will travel   to Hangzhou

‣ Neural CRFs: bidirecLonal LSTMs (or some NN) compute emission 
potenLals, capture structural constraints in transiLon potenLals



Neural CRFs

y1 y2 yn…

�e

�t

P (y|x) = 1

Z

nY

i=2

exp(�t(yi�1, yi))
nY

i=1

exp(�e(yi, i,x))

�e(yi, i,x) = w>fe(yi, i,x)

‣ Neural network computes unnormalized potenLals that are consumed 
and “normalized” by a structured model

W is a num_tags x len(f) matrix

‣ Linear model:

‣ Neural:

‣ f(i, x) could be the output of a feedforward neural network looking at the 
words around posiLon i, or the ith output of an LSTM, …

‣ Inference: compute f, use Viterbi

�e(yi, i,x) = W>
yi
f(i,x)



CompuLng Gradients

y1 y2 yn…

�e

�t

P (y|x) = 1

Z

nY

i=2

exp(�t(yi�1, yi))
nY

i=1

exp(�e(yi, i,x))

‣ For linear model: 

@L
@�e,i

= �P (yi = s|x) + I[s is gold]

�e(yi, i,x) = w>fe(yi, i,x)‣ ConvenLonal:

@�e,i

wi
= fe,i(yi, i,x)

chain rule say to mulLply 
together, gives our update

‣ For neural model: compute gradient of phi w.r.t. parameters of neural net

“error signal”, compute with F-B

‣ Neural: �e(yi, i,x) = W>
yi
f(i,x)



LSTM Neural CRFs

Barack Obama will travel to Hangzhou today for the G20 mee=ng .

PERSON LOC ORG

B-PER I-PER O O O B-LOC B-ORGO O O O O

Barack Obama will travel   to Hangzhou

1) Compute f(x)

2) Run forward-backward

3) Compute error signal

4) Backprop (no knowledge 
of sequenLal structure 
required)



FFNN Neural CRF for NER

Barack Obama will travel to Hangzhou today for the G20 mee=ng .

PERSON LOC ORG

B-PER I-PER O O O B-LOC B-ORGO O O O O

to Hangzhou today

e(Hangzhou)

previous word curr word next word

e(today)e(to)

�e = Wg(V f(x, i))

f(x, i) = [emb(xi�1), emb(xi), emb(xi+1)]
FFNN



ApplicaLons



“NLP (Almost) From Scratch”

Collobert, Weston, et al. 2008, 2011

‣ LM2: word vectors learned from a precursor 
to word2vec/GloVe, trained for 2 weeks (!) on 
Wikipedia

‣ WLL: independent classificaLon; SLL: neural CRF



CNN Neural CRFs

travel    to Hangzhou today    for

‣ Append to each word vector an 
embedding of the rela=ve posi=on of 
that word

conv+pool+FFNN
‣ ConvoluLon over the sentence 

produces a posiLon-dependent 
representaLon
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CNN NCRFs vs. FFNN NCRFs

‣ Sentence approach (CNNs) is comparable to window approach 
(FFNNs) except for SRL where they claim it works much beser

Collobert and Weston 2008, 2011



Neural CRFs with LSTMs
‣ Neural CRF using character LSTMs to compute word representaLons

Chiu and Nichols (2015), Lample et al. (2016)



Neural CRFs with LSTMs

Chiu and Nichols (2015), Lample et al. (2016)

‣ Chiu+Nichols: character CNNs 
instead of LSTMs

‣ Lin/Passos/Luo: use external 
resources like Wikipedia

‣ LSTM-CRF captures the important 
aspects of NER: word context 
(LSTM), sub-word features 
(character LSTMs), outside 
knowledge (word embeddings)



NER in StackOverflow

Jeniya Tabassum, Mounica Maddela, Alan Riser, Wei Xu. “Code and Named EnLty RecogniLon in StackOverflow” (ACL 2020)  
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Sentence Alignment
‣ Neural CRF for Sentence Alignment

Chao Jiang, Mounica Maddela, Wuwei Lan, Yang Zhong, Wei Xu. “Neural CRF Model for Sentence Alignment in Text SimplificaLon” (ACL 2020)

Professional editors rewrite news articles into 4 different readability levels for grade 3-12 students. 



Sentence Alignment
‣ Neural CRF for Sentence Alignment

Chao Jiang, Mounica Maddela, Wuwei Lan, Yang Zhong, Wei Xu. “Neural CRF Model for Sentence Alignment in Text SimplificaLon” (ACL 2020)



Sentence Alignment

Chao Jiang, Mounica Maddela, Wuwei Lan, Yang Zhong, Wei Xu. “Neural CRF Model for Sentence Alignment in Text SimplificaLon” (ACL 2020)

P(a |S, C) =
exp(Ψ(a, S, C))

∑a∈A exp(Ψ(a, S, C))

Ψ(a, S, C) =
|S|

∑
i=0

sim(si, cai
) + T(ai, ai−1)

all possible alignments (dynamic programming)

Sequential CRF

Label  a Simple 
 Paragraph
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Sentence Alignment

Chao Jiang, Mounica Maddela, Wuwei Lan, Yang Zhong, Wei Xu. “Neural CRF Model for Sentence Alignment in Text SimplificaLon” (ACL 2020)

aligned + partial vs. others*

Precision Recall F1

JaccardAlign (Xu et al., 2015) 98.66 67.58 80.22

MASSAlign (Paetzold et al., 2017) 95.49 82.27 88.39

CATS (Štajner et al., 2018) 88.56 91.31 89.92

                         BERTfinetune 94.99 89.62 92.22

                      BERTfinetune + paragraph alignment 98.05 88.63 93.10

                         Our CRF aligner 97.86 91.31 95.59

Greedy

Dynamic Programming

Greedy

Threshold

Threshold

CRF

+5.7

•  Structure prediction + BERTfinetune      A neural CRF alignment model.

* Results are on the manually annotated Newsela dataset.



A Bit of History

LeCun et al. (1998), earlier work in 1980s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FwFduRA_L6Q



ImageNet - Object RecogniLon

Russakovsky et al. (2012)
Lecture 1 -  Fei-Fei Li & Justin Johnson & Serena Yeung 4/4/201723

Output: 
Scale 
T-shirt 

Steel drum 
Drumstick 
Mud turtle

Steel drum

✔ ✗
Output: 

Scale 
T-shirt 

Giant panda 
Drumstick 
Mud turtle

The Image Classification Challenge: 

1,000 object classes 

1,431,167 images

Russakovsky et al. arXiv, 2014



ImageNet - Object RecogniLon



ConvoluLonal Neural Networks

Krizhevsky et al. (2012)

‣ AlexNet - one of the first strong results

‣ more filters per layer as well as stacked convoluLonal layers

‣ use of ReLU for the non-linear part instead of Sigmoid or Tanh

convoluLonal 
layers

fully connected layers



ConvoluLonal Layer
‣ Applies a filter over patches of the input and returns that filter’s acLvaLons

‣ ConvoluLon: take dot product of filter with a patch of the input

Each of these cells is a vector with mulLple values 
Images: RGB values (3 dim)

image: n x n x k filter: m x m x k

offsets

sum over dot products



ConvoluLonal Layer
‣ An animated example: k = 1, and a filter of size 3x3. 



ConvoluLonal Layer

image: n x n x k acLvaLons: (n - m + 1) x (n - m + 1) x 1filter: m x m x k

‣ Applies a filter over patches of the input and returns that filter’s acLvaLons

‣ ConvoluLon: take dot product of filter with a patch of the input



ConvoluLons for NLP

‣ Combines evidence locally in a sentence and produces a new (but sLll 
variable-length) representaLon 

‣ Input and filter are 2-dimensional instead of 3-dimensional

the movie was good

vector for each word

sentence: n words x k vec dim filter: m x k acLvaLons: (n - m + 1) x 1



Compare: CNNs vs. LSTMs

‣ Both LSTMs and convoluLonal layers transform the input using context

the movie was good the movie was good

n x k

c filters, 
m x k each

O(n) x c

n x k

n x 2c

BiLSTM with 
hidden size c

‣ LSTM: “globally” looks at the enLre sentence (but local for many problems)

‣ CNN: local depending on filter width + number of layers



CNNs for SenLment



CNNs for SenLment Analysis

the movie was good

n x k

c filters, 
m x k each

n x c

max pooling over the sentence

c-dimensional vector

projecLon + so{max

P (y|x)

W

‣ Max pooling: return the max 
acLvaLon of a given filter 
over the enLre sentence; 
like a logical OR (sum 
pooling is like logical AND)



the
movie

was
good

.

0.03

0.02
0.1
1.1
0.0

max = 1.1
“good” filter output}

‣ Filter “looks like” the things that will cause it to have high acLvaLon

Understanding CNNs for SenLment



the
movie

was
good

.

0.03

0.02
0.1
1.1
0.0

max = 1.1

0.1

0.3

0.1

“bad”

“okay”

“terrible”

}
Understanding CNNs for SenLment



the
movie

was
good

.

0.03

0.02
0.1
1.1
0.0

max = 1.1

0.1“bad”

}
‣ Filters are iniLalized randomly and then learned

1.1

0.1
0.3
0.1

Features for 
classificaLon layer 
(or more NN layers)

‣ Takes variable-length input and turns it into fixed-length output

Understanding CNNs for SenLment



the
movie

was
great

.

0.03

0.02
0.1
1.8
0.0

max = 1.8}
‣ Word vectors for similar words are similar, so convoluLonal filters will 

have similar outputs

Understanding CNNs for SenLment



the
movie

was

good
.

0.03
0.14

0.0
} max = 1.5

“not good”

not
0.1
1.5

‣ Analogous to bigram features in bag-of-words models

}
}

‣ Indicator feature of text containing bigram <-> max pooling of a filter that 
matches that bigram

Understanding CNNs for SenLment



What can CNNs learn?

‣ CNNs let us take advantage of word similarity

‣ CNNs are translaLon-invariant like bag-of-words

‣ CNNs can capture local interacLons with filters of width > 1

really not very good  vs. really not very enjoyable 

It was not good, it was actually quite bad  vs. it was not bad, it was actually quite good

The movie was bad, but blah blah blah … vs.   … blah blah blah, but the movie was bad.



Deep ConvoluLonal Networks
‣ Low-level filters: extract low-level features from the data

Zeiler and Fergus (2014)



Deep ConvoluLonal Networks
‣ High-level filters: match larger and more “semanLc paserns”

Zeiler and Fergus (2014)



CNNs: ImplementaLon

‣ Input is batch_size x n x k matrix, filters are c x m x k matrix (c filters)

‣ All computaLon graph libraries support efficient convoluLon operaLons

‣ Typically use filters with m ranging from 1 to 5 or so (mulLple filter 
widths in a single convnet)



CNNs for Sentence ClassificaLon
‣ QuesLon classificaLon, 

senLment, etc.

Kim (2014)

‣ Conv+pool, then use feedforward 
layers to classify

the movie was good

W

‣ Can use mulLple types of input 
vectors (fixed iniLalizer and 
learned)



CNNs for Sentence ClassificaLon

Kim (2014)

Figure	from	Kim	(2014)

wait 
for 
the 

video 
and 
do 
n't 

rent 
it 

n x k representation of 
sentence with static and 

non-static channels 

Convolutional layer with 
multiple filter widths and 

feature maps 

Max-over-time 
pooling 

Fully connected layer 
with dropout and  
softmax output 

Figure 1: Model architecture with two channels for an example sentence.

necessary) is represented as

x1:n = x1 � x2 � . . .� xn, (1)

where � is the concatenation operator. In gen-
eral, let xi:i+j refer to the concatenation of words
xi,xi+1, . . . ,xi+j . A convolution operation in-
volves a filter w 2 Rhk, which is applied to a
window of h words to produce a new feature. For
example, a feature ci is generated from a window
of words xi:i+h�1 by

ci = f(w · xi:i+h�1 + b). (2)

Here b 2 R is a bias term and f is a non-linear
function such as the hyperbolic tangent. This filter
is applied to each possible window of words in the
sentence {x1:h,x2:h+1, . . . ,xn�h+1:n} to produce
a feature map

c = [c1, c2, . . . , cn�h+1], (3)

with c 2 Rn�h+1. We then apply a max-over-
time pooling operation (Collobert et al., 2011)
over the feature map and take the maximum value
ĉ = max{c} as the feature corresponding to this
particular filter. The idea is to capture the most im-
portant feature—one with the highest value—for
each feature map. This pooling scheme naturally
deals with variable sentence lengths.

We have described the process by which one
feature is extracted from one filter. The model
uses multiple filters (with varying window sizes)
to obtain multiple features. These features form
the penultimate layer and are passed to a fully con-
nected softmax layer whose output is the probabil-
ity distribution over labels.

In one of the model variants, we experiment
with having two ‘channels’ of word vectors—one

that is kept static throughout training and one that
is fine-tuned via backpropagation (section 3.2).2

In the multichannel architecture, illustrated in fig-
ure 1, each filter is applied to both channels and
the results are added to calculate ci in equation
(2). The model is otherwise equivalent to the sin-
gle channel architecture.

2.1 Regularization

For regularization we employ dropout on the
penultimate layer with a constraint on l2-norms of
the weight vectors (Hinton et al., 2012). Dropout
prevents co-adaptation of hidden units by ran-
domly dropping out—i.e., setting to zero—a pro-
portion p of the hidden units during foward-
backpropagation. That is, given the penultimate
layer z = [ĉ1, . . . , ĉm] (note that here we have m
filters), instead of using

y = w · z + b (4)

for output unit y in forward propagation, dropout
uses

y = w · (z � r) + b, (5)

where � is the element-wise multiplication opera-
tor and r 2 Rm is a ‘masking’ vector of Bernoulli
random variables with probability p of being 1.
Gradients are backpropagated only through the
unmasked units. At test time, the learned weight
vectors are scaled by p such that ŵ = pw, and
ŵ is used (without dropout) to score unseen sen-
tences. We additionally constrain l2-norms of the
weight vectors by rescaling w to have ||w||2 = s
whenever ||w||2 > s after a gradient descent step.

2We employ language from computer vision where a color
image has red, green, and blue channels.

1747

5/12/16Richard	Socher

n	words	(possibly	 zero	padded)	 and	each	word	vector	has	k	dimensions



Sentence ClassificaLon

quesLon type 
classificaLon

subjecLvity/objecLvity 
detecLon

movie review 
senLment

product 
reviews

‣ Also effecLve at document-level text classificaLon
Kim (2014)



EnLty Linking
‣ CNNs can produce good representaLons of both sentences and 

documents like typical bag-of-words features

that they had disqualified  Armstrong  
from his seven consecuLve 

Armstrong County

Lance Armstrong

‣ Can disLll topic representaLons for use in enLty linking

cycling domain

geopoliLcal domain



EnLty Linking

Although he originally won the 
event, the United States AnL-
Doping Agency announced in 
August 2012 that they had 
disqualified  Armstrong  from 
his seven consecuLve Tour de 
France wins from 1999–2005.

Armstrong County 
is a county in 
Pennsylvania…

Lance Edward Armstrong is 
an American former 
professional road cyclist

Document topic vector ArLcle topic vector ArLcle topic vector
CNN CNN CNN

sLance = d · aLance
P (y|x) = softmax(s)

d aLance aCounty

sCounty = d · aCounty

Francis-Landau et al. (2016)



EnLty Linking

Francis-Landau et al. (2016)



Takeaways
‣ CNN — CNNs are a flexible way of extracLng features analogous to bag 

of n-grams, can also encode posiLonal informaLon

‣ Neural CRF — All kinds of NNs can be integrated into CRFs for structured 
inference. Can be applied to NER, other tagging, parsing, …


